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PERSONALS

CONTACTS111

POLISHING

&

SOLUTIONS.

~ tfn

Ca!tey Optical Company. 2.5.5-8736

~

easy" salc-·a116.98 list LP's, 3.99, a\17.98 list LP's,
I nternationat. ~enter Director. Application ave.ilnble
4,99. :lighcr list LP's and all tapes. $1.00 off,
a~ JH()8 Las Lomas NE, 10-12 and 1·4:30, or at •he
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
Office of lnternalional Programs, 1717 Roma NE .
Store Onl~, across from Hippo Ice Cream.
2/24
Deadline March 31.197&.
~/23
SINGER FUTURA TOP of1he line, Slightly used but
BABYSITTERS ATTENTION! .THE Baby!iit\er
still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder, has
Directory is looking for honest, reliable and
computerized buuonholing. Does IOO's of fancy · dependable people who would like to be listed in a
~'>I itches, Regular $800, noW $1 ~0 cash, 294-87j5, 2128
city-wide directory of babysitteis. Call883-8697 .2124
TRADE 1967 VW BUS for comparable Bug. 242·
WANTED COCKTAI~ WAITRESS. nights. Apply
4768.
2124
in person. Um:le Nasty's after 8 pm. 4418 Central SE.
2127
1917 DATSUN KJNG CAB. Ex:celle!ll condition,
9000 miles. F.or more information, call 266-505 I or
PART-TIME WORK 5 days a week and 2 nights, M294·7006. Ask for Jim Cox.
2/27
. F 11:00-2:00, evenings; Monday 6--10, Friday 6;30·
11:00, $2.65/per hour. Golden Fried Chicken. 1830
BIG SALE WRAP·AROUND sweaters, excellent for
Lomas NE, Ask for Manager. 242~2181 ,"
2121
this weather. Now only $? ..SO at California Fashion
Oullet, 2318 Cenlral SE, across from campus. 266:OVERSEAS JODS~-Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
6872.
2124
America, Australia, Asia, e1e, All rields, S.S00-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free inFOR SALE, KIRBY. Classic Ill vacuum cleaner,
formation, Wrltc: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Commercial motor and attachments. Small monthly
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
3/10
2121
payments. 266-5872,
PAlt'r·THviE. JOB: SALES, Mcxlble lmurs, gooU )JiiY.
LEFT FOR REPAIR bill, Di•I·O·Ma!ic zig-zag
sewing machine. Makes buttonholes, blind llems, • Po.~siblc full-time summer, Call Phil Francz.yk, CLU .
8~3-5360.
2/17
rancy dc!iigns and all the goodies, $2$,00. 266·5871.
2121
10 YEAR GUARANTEE, brand name color
television. New faclory warranty, no down payment,
Small momhly payments till balance i!i paid off. 266HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hour:~ of History? Join Phi Alpha
5872.
2121
·Theta (History Honorary Society), MANY
DUE TO NON-PAYMENT Sansui receiver, un.
BENEFITS, Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesa Vi!ita Hall
Claimed layaway turntable, cassette or S·track
2076.
2121
recorder and deluxe Fronolic speakers. Assume small
UNM'S SIGMA CHAPTER of Phi Alpha Theta will
paymcnu. 268-4393.
2/21
hold its Annual Initiation Banquet on Saturday,
ASSUME SMALL MONTHLY paymellt!i on deluxe
March 4. 1978. All members, students, faculty and
Tappan microwave toueh-matic, memory, browning
staff arc invited, Tickets at Phi Alpha Theta Office,
clem~nt, adjustable shelves. 268-4394.
2/21
Mesa Vista Hall 2076.
'
2124
MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL Guitars: 1968 Jose
PHI' ALPHA THETA will meet on Friday, february
Ramirez··$1,750, 1974 Hcrnandis Concert·-$650,
24, 197& at 3:"30 pm in the Hist~lry Department
247-2117or255-7488.
2/21
Lounge, Mesa Vista Ha\11106.
• 2/24
CHEAP WA.TERBEDS! Watt:r Trii"JS $89,95 buys
you I) durk walnut stained frame, 2) ::~aft.•ty liner. J)
foam comfort pad, 4) any si7c mattress with 3-ycar
!,!.Uarantec; $&9.95, 3407 Central NE. 255-2289. 2/23
PART-TIME STUDENT POSITION for ASUNM

UNM: BEHIND CLOSED doors! Call the LOBO
news tip hot line, 277-5656,
02/24
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during Happy Hour at
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's.
02122

HEY HEY LINDA J. Happy 2~nd on the 22m!.
Youu'rc One Special Lady. Always a friend. Shay,
02122
UNDERWA1ER SPECIAL. FILM: "Island of the
Dlue Dolphins." Room 250 C & D SUB, Wed,, Feb.
22, 8:00 pm. UNM Scuba Club. 75c admission nonmembers.
02122
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
photography, prose, pQctry, etc, to UNM;s creative
works magazinc·-Conceptions-Southwcst, Room 105

28.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!W · Marron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February02124
"ACTS OF PASS(ON" are happening soon in
UNM's Experimental Theater. Forget the mid-term
. blues and lose yourself in 6 one-act plays March 5-8.
02/27

PE;RR Y'S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE
DELIVER. Call 843-9750. Try our fresh salad and
slice specials for lunch.
02/27
FIRST LESSON FREE. F\at·picking or classical.
Experienced teacher. Private Jes~ons. Call Marc at L
&MMusic:Studio.247-8158. 02/24

Parker's big, warm,
friendly pen now at a
special price.

2.

LOST&FOUND

LOST: BROWN WALLET F'cb. 7 with iden02/24
tHicntion. 897-0391, Debbie.
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
'.loU on black cord. Lost 2/16/78. Call Francine, 2772631 orinSantaFe983-7737.
03/03
LOST: SKETCHBOOK AND boord 18" X 24".
Reward if returned complete. 299-0628.
02124
LOST: GREEN CIGARETIE case with ID's. Call
843-6196.
02/24
FIND YOURSiLF .in the Peace Corps. Ortega 23.3.
277·5907.
ss
FOUND: TEXAS TECH University class ring at
UNM pool. Claim at Campus Police.
02/24
LOST: SKETCHBOOK AND board 18" X 24".
Reward if returned complete. 299-0628.
2/24
LOST: GREEN CIGARETIE case with I D's. Call
2/24
B43-6196.
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
tfn '
Call PENM 842-5200.
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883·7787.
2/24
EDlTORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-11(>4.
3/6
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
2128

'5.50

JOTTER BALL PEN
& CARTRIDGE PENCiL

SET

.

<f> THE PARkER PEN COMPANY

Gift Department at
UNM Bookstore
(on campus)

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. 266-9291.
2/28
AIKIDO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art-Meditation.
First lesson· free. Sandia Judo Club. 9:00 am
Saturday.
21~2
QA TYPING. SERVICE. A Complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
412~
.scholastic. Charts& tables, 345-2125.
KINKO'S TYPING S!iRYICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute PasspOn Photos. No appointment.
26S-8515.
tfn

6.

4.

HOUSING

4?uJ
I

NMSU Keeps Nudes

Ticket Sales Soar

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPl. OYMENT

·~.

NM First
With Legal
P(>t Law

AVAILABLE SOON 3-BDRM, minut"' to UNM.
Kids, pets welcome $210. Call 262·1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
2/24
WHAT JS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
limit}. Private and double rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash N H. 243-288 L
2121

FOR RENT LARGE one bedroom furnished
apartment near UNM. $185.00 Ulililies paid. Phone
898-1254 or 266-1997 for appointmenllosee.
2127
FANCY 1-BDRM, NEWLY furnisllcd, stone
fireplace, $75 part utilities paid. Call262-liSl, Valley
Rentals, $30 fcc.
2124

2-BDRM APAR"FMENT. LR, DR. kitchen. Three
blocks to UNM, $190 plus utilities. 843-9712.
2/24
RENT 1-BDRM HOUSE Nonh Valley, pets. $145.
Elect., water paid. Paul 296-4886 (9--5), 344-2540
(eve.)
2/22

5.

FORSALE

LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New
Mexico. Natural Sound continues hs "mellow down

0 Son of Spirit!·
ffi,y first counsel Is this: Possess o. pure,
kindly o.nd ro.dlo.nt heo.rt, tho.t thine mo.y
be o. soverelgty, o.nclent, lmperlsho.ble
o.nd evetlastlng.
- B~h~'u' ll~h
Fot mote lnfotm~tlon ~bout
the B~h~'l F~lth c~ll:
242-4624 Ot 292-1255

~~

Post The Dailv• Lobo

New Mexico
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DAILY

CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS. 215 Yale
Blvd, SEat Lead. Newer, quiet, colorfully furnished,
large studcm styled studio apartments, next to stores,
UNM, and TV·!. $155/month with free utilities, $100
depo.~il, no roommates or pets. See Manager Apt. 2.
242·9092 eves.
2/22
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom l:tpt.
$95 a month. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call
Tayla. 256-1235.
2124
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, campus 1-bdrm,
carpets, pet~ fine, $120. Call 262·1751, Valley
2/24
Rentals. $30 fcc,

2122

~'<£. .

o'" ~:..: . . ~~

Wednesday, February 22, 1978

ONE BLOCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, l4t ColumbiaSE.
3/10

ENGINEERING STUDENT NEEDS two roommates to share new, 3·bdrm house ncar 12th and
Menaul. $120/montll, includes utilities. 345·6074.

SPECIAL
OOLLECTlONS

PANCHO ViLLA

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
New Mexico became the first state in the nation to permit the
controlled prescription of marijuana, Tuesday.
With the stroke of a pen, Gov. Jerry Apodaca signed into law a bill
which will allow prescription marijuana for glaucoma and cancer
patients.
Action on ~he new law was spurred by UNM student Lynn Pierson,
a cancer pattent, who had told legislators he smokes marijuana to
offset some of the side effects of chemotherapy treatments.
·
Pierson, who wa~ present when the bill was signed, said "The
governor looked up at me and said 'you now have the legal right to
smoke it.' "
The marijuana for the program is to be supplied by the National
Dru? Abuse Council under a contract with the director of the Dept. of
Environment and Health.
Sin~e _there is a de!ayed repeal clause in the bill signed by Apodaca,
the pnvllege for patients to· smoke the weed is only temporary. After
July 1, 1979 it will no longer be legal.
Pierson, who received the pen Apodaca used to sign the bill said
"I am just happy the bill was passed and the governor signed it. 'n wili
.!::';- Nlt others who may not have come forth otherwise."

TEQUILA

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLB
ACROSS

nent
50'!.--was say1 Orbit parts
lng··
5 In a vertical 51 Moss
line
reproduc10 Squats
tive organ
14 Fuel
52 Referee's
15 Lifting
device
device
56 Adriatic
'6 Sound
seaport
reflectiQn
600wning
17 Deepmuch
rooted
money
19 ----cutlets 61 Jagged tear
20 Seethed
64 Forest ox
21 Italian port 65 In harmony:
23 State
2 words
reasons for 66 Flaubert's
26 High rock
---- Bovary
67 ----express
27 Disdainful
ones
68 Rel_inquished
30 Clothes
69 Em1t odors
closet
DOWN
device
1
Sacred
bull
34 Skin lesion
2
Tear
35 Did some3 Mammoth
thing
---- Nat'l
37 High priest
Park
38 Guido's
4 Yukon river
note
5 Formal pro39 Bakery
mise
products
6 Celtic sea
41 Sting, as
god
cold
7 Pulpy fruit
42 Eng. linear
8 New York
measure
A., ,.-..,....,t..,..,...,
'+"

\.JU~UCI.i

teem

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

1 2 Comparative . words
word
39 D!sch_a,rge
13 Passage for 40 Po~t~~~rs
one
44 Ghost
18 Set of three 4B Strut con22 Puts on
spicuously
~~§~
48
Laughed
24
loudly
mountains
49 Trieste
measure
25 Gets away
27 Total victory 52 Shawl
28 Araceous
53 N.Z. timber
plant
tree
29 Certain
54 Symbol
exams
55 Comfort
31 Supernatural 57 Alas!
creature
58 Alaska city
~.,

Qt,...,uJ.a

.....-- "-JHJ••v

9 Short rest
character
peninsula
33 Come to
44 Kind of glaze 10 River to
maturity
Hudson Ba'y
45 Left behind
47 Of a contl- 11 Refrigerant 36 Bind: 2

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
The show must go on, and indeed
"Equus" will go on, showing
increased ticket sales, in the New
Mexico State University (NMSU)
-Little Theatre with the aid of a
temporary injunction allowing its
.production.
· Dr. Gerald Thomas, university
president, said, "I think the hearing
confirms that indecent exposure
doesn't apply to this kind of
performance, namely academic
studies. We'll go on as scheduled."
He said he supports NMSU's
departments in their judgements
and wouldn't want to see them
restricted in their mission within the
university.
U.S. District Judge Howard
Bratton issued a temporary
injunction Monday ordering Las
Cruces' District Atttorney Lalo
Garza not to interfere with the
play's production on the grounds
that halting the production would
violate the First Amendment to the
Constitution.
"Equus", which is about as
mentally disturbed boy who blinds
six
horses,
includes
two
controversial nude scenes.
Tickets for the first three shows,
beginning Thursday, Feb. 23, are
sold out and tickets for the other six
schuduled shows are "going very
well," said an official at the NMSU
ticket office. He said it was possible
that all nine shows would be sold
out.
Dr. Bruce Street, head of the
NMSU English Department, said
there were "substantial sales for all
performances," which include outof-town requests for tickets.

Pictured above is a scene from the movie version of tho rJlay
"/;ll_uus'; A temporary injunction has allowed New Mexico State
Umvers1ty to stage the play.
Street said on behalf of himself
and the play's producer, Mark
Medoff, "We're delighted that the
play is going to go on. It's going to
be one of the most significant
rulings for the universities of the
state in a long time becase it sets a
precedence for academic freedom."
If the play had been banned from
Las Cruces, Street said that it could
possibly have been moved to
UNM's Popejoy Hall or El Paso
where a group of lawyers offered
their help in getting a place for the
play.
Bill Martin, director of Popejoy
Hall, said he told Medoff that the
hall was unoccupied for three

nights at the end of the month and
if Medoff requested it, Martin
would take it before the board.
Martin said that he felt there would
be no serious objection to the play
being put on in Popejoy Hall.
"We could hardly deny it to a
sister institution," he said.
Obstacles to the play bega11 with
protests from Las Cruces religious
groups. Garza wrote a letter to the
campus police advising that arrests
be made if a violation of the state's
indecent exposure law occurred.
A restraining order, which was
later changed to a temporary
injunction, was brought by two
Albuquerque attornevs ~·:tine for
!cont. on pngo 3)

Change Devised
For College Bill

t;O c,.,,....., nf

The legislature extended the feed
bill appropriation from $91 ,200 to
$431,200 Tuesday to provide funds
for a special session of up to 30
days, the Senate Chief Clerk's
office said.
The extension came on the heels
of an attempt by Sen. Abel
McBride D. Bern., to appease
senate finance committee members
who oppose the community college
peoposal. McBride offered an
amendment to the original proposal
that would delete reference to an $8
million purchase of the University
of Albuquerque and appropriate $6
million for provision of unspecified
facilities for the college.
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Aubrey Dunn, D-Otero,
had suggested Monday that
Albuquerque
Chamber
of
Commerce members supporting the
bill might have a financial interest
in its passage.
Albuquerque National Bank,
American Bank of Commerce,
Bank of New Mexico and

v..J nal.iC VI

giants
62 Fish
63 Chemical
suffix

You can post the campus for only $10 a
year. That's the cost of a one yea~ sub·
scription to the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
That includes the weekly summer issues.

If you're leaving, keep in touch

If you don't write home the Doily Lobo is ,o message
If o friend needs a Christmas gift, send the Doily Lobo
If you miss the Lobo Daily, mail it to yourself!

Come to Marron.Holl Room 131, or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131

I
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Northwestern
Mutual
Life
Insurance Co., all hold debts from
the fledgling U of A.
Dunn intimated that those
owning land surrounding U of A
would stand to gain. Those include:
Ray Graham lll, Suzanne Poole,
the Board of Education, the
families of the late William A.
Keleher and Fred White, Wood
Brothers, Saturnino Barboa, Ellis
E. Fish, Arthur Brown, Rom Case,
Circle K convience stores and
Michael Keleher.
Keleher is the son of the late
William Keleher and one of the
LOBO photo by Ric Skrondahl
heirs to his land. He is also the U of
A Board secretary. He has denied
allegations that he would stand to
gain anything by supporting the bill
because he said he doesn't plan to
develop the land.
Dunn also questioned the
propriety of what he called "bailing
The LOBO is sponsoring a caption contest for the above picture. A sizeable prize will be awarded to
out" the religious order, the Sisters the person who can come up with the most unusual and creative caption. Entries must be submitted
of St. Francis of Colorado, who to 138 Marron Hall by noon Friday.
owe the $3,254,512 in mortgages,
bonds and contracts on U of A.

Pardon Me,
Is This Seat Taken?

00

~

.J RAilb(AZERS
A•

Angry Farmers Attack

Lobos Hang Tight
To Number Five Slot

Eggs Pel·ted at Bergland
The incident occurred after
Bergland emerged from a meeting
with farmers lo promote the
government's crop set-aside and
grain reserve programs, the Carter
administration's prime solutions to
improving farm income,
'Bergland stopped to talk to a
crowd of farmers when the barrage
was launched.
Farmers also let the air out of the
tires of about a dozen vehicles,
including a police SWAT van.

POPEJOY HALL

Police - put the agriculture
secretary in a waiting patrol car and
drove him four miles to the airport
where he was scheduled to depart to
Wichita', Kan.
. At the airport, Bergland's car
was met by more farmers. More
snowballs were tossed at the
secretary and one of his aides and a
police officer reportedly were hit.
No· arrests were made.
"This was not part of our plan,"
said· Elmo Fortenberry, a Dumas,

Western'· Athletic Conference
leader New Mexico remained in the
number five slot in both wire
service college basketball polls
released early Tuesday morning.
The Lobos, sporting a 21-2
overall mark and 10-0 conferrence
mark, received two first-place votes
in the United Press International
, coach's poll.
Both UPI and Ap polls agreed on

Tex. spokesman for American
agriculture. "Nobody is happy that
it happened.''
Sand said the meetings inside the
motel "went well and were quite
civilized."
But the egg-tossing incidents
"shows how disorganized they (the
farmers) are because the vast
majority wanted to discuss some
specific proposals not totally
unique to the Amarillo area," he
said.

Lobo Send off
Set at Sun port

AND THE SANDIA KIWANIS
CLUB OF ALBUQUERQUE

World News

TONITE -TRAVEL FILM
DR. CHARLES FQRBES TAYLOR
Presents
A Very Moving Trip Thru

AMC ConsiderS Merger

The Biblelands .

DETROIT (UPI) - Struggling
American Motors Corp. will
combine with a foreign car
company later this year in an
attempt to bolster its dwindling
share of the passenger car market.
AMC president Gerald Meyers, ·
in an interview Monday with the
Las Angeles Times, said several
firms are in the running to become
AMC's business partner, but
refused to identify them.
Industry speculation has centered
on Peugeot of France and Fiat of
Italy as the most likely prospects.
Meyers said AMC, which last
year captured only 2 percent of the·
car market and turned its first
profit since 1974, will combine

Wednesday, Feb. 22 - 7:30 p.m.
Public- $2 Students/Fac./Staff- $1.50

UNm BOOKSTORE
50%
off

33

%off

Selected
New cloth o.nd p,_o.per titles·

Selected
technlco.l titles

Join the

PERCE CORPS
277-5907
(

New Mexico
DAILY I ORO

Today thru Friday Feb. 24

OMJE~ETTE

assets with a firm larger than itself
Meyers said the company will
in a move designed to improve its continue building and selling AMC
financial plight.
cars in the United States. He said
"We're talking about something the foreign company's autos also
bigger than the 1954 merger of would be manufactured at AMC
Nash-Kelvinator Co. and Hudson plants and sold through AMC
Motor Car Co. which created distributors in the future.
American Motors," the Times
quoted Meyers as saying.
Speculation has been circulating
for some time that the no. 4
automaker would leave the
passenger car business and devote
Want Ads say it
full time to its more lucrative Jeep
in a Big Way!!
and bus operations.
Meyers confirmed for the first
time that pulling out of the
passenger car business is one
alternative AMC officials have
considered.

.l ~~NT~ (~I~

The $6
' million malpractice trial of
Vol. 82
No.
101
( ungressman-physician Larry
111'
\lcDonald went to a federal court
The New M1•w ·
,
•
Mondaythrou~tttll~l .. _.·~·•·., .~ .. - ........
j
JUry
Tuesday for a decision which
of the Univer!Sity year and weekly during the
medical experts believe will have a
summer session by the BJatd of Student
Publications of the Unlver!Sityof New Mexico,
national impact on the future use of
and i.s. not financially associated with UNM.
Second class po!Stage paid at Albuquerque,
Laetrile in treating cancer.
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
McDonald
and
Doctors$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinioru: expressed on the editorial
Memorial Hospital were sued by
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of thfl
the family of John L. Scott, a
aulhor rolely. Unsigned opinion is that of tht>
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing.
Birmingham, Ala., postman who
.;.'rinted in The Daily Lobo nCCf':'i.'iaril}
died of lung cancer in 1974 after
represents th(' views of the University of New
Mf"lxico.
rece1ving Laetrile therapy from
McDonald. The family said Scott
might have lived longer had he
received conventional cancer
treatment.
McDonald's attorneys contended
in their final arguments that it was
Scott who decided he wanted
Laetrile, and said he had "a right to
face death in his own way."
The ·plaintiffs argued that
McDonald had "every reason to
know, and in fact did know, that
Laetrile is a worthless quack
remedy."
It is believed the case marked the
first time a physician had been
brought to trial for treating cancer
with Laetrile, a substance derived
from apricot pits.

Today's
Hot Entree

SAWE 20Cf®
This Week
All Omelettes
And Fillings
Are 20o/o Off

French Dip
Sandwich
Cole Slaw
31.60

Offer Expires 2-24-78
Main Floor

(Served ll:OOam-2:
Main Floor

tQ
~e'ii'Y.

N'II©xrn®<JD UTnnncJDnn TillaP<JPcrTI ~ell"wil®e

... Equus
{com. fro1n ·page 11

Laetrile
Lawsuit

DELl

SHOPP!E

UNM's 5th ranked Lobos leave
today to battle the 17th ranked
Utah Utes in Salt Lake City. A
good luck going away reception for
the Lobo , netters will be held at
11 :00 a.m. at the Sun port before
the team boards the silver bird.
On .hand will be representatives
Albuquerque's television
from
stations and, possibly the UNM
pepe band, Alumni Director Gwinn
"Bub" Henry said.
"We want them (the Lobos) to
know that we're behind them and I
think it would be nicer jfwe showed
'them that before ;J:{ey left rather
than after" he saiQ.

'I
i

:r
'I
'

A $1,000 grant was awarded to
the UNM College of Engineering by
Motorola, Inc. in support of the
college's programs for women and
minorities.

Espejo, a newsletter published by
the Student Organization for Latin
American Studies, is soliciting news
about students and research in
Latin America.
All students engaged in or
completing research on Latin

She said the funds would be used
for the Engineering Program for
Women and also for seminars,
workshops and b(ochures aimed
for high school students interested
in engineering.

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

NMPIRG Holds
2-day Conference
Topics from fighting nuclear power to establishing a food co-op are
expected to .be covered in a two day conference this Saturday and
Sunday, sponsored by the New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG).
Delegates from PIRG's in California, Washington, C:olorado and
Texas will be attending the conference, Andrea Smith, one of the
organizers of the conference, said.
Smith said anywhere from 50 to 100 out of state delegates will be at
the conference, to be held on campus. The conference is free and open
to students and the general public.
Mark Liebendorfer, a member of the NMPIRG board of directors
and an organizer of the conference, said this is the first such
''
conference to be held in New Mexico.
Smith said, "We urge interested students and public to come to any
workshop, slide show,. or movie. All the topics covered in the
con Ference are timely."
:;<t.t.IJ.IJ.f.!.L!.I.!.I.!.I.!.I.!.I.f.l.£1.f.l.f,J.f.I.I.J.i I ' I ' I I I
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20%
Off
men's
2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954
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La Posada

TALENT WANTED

The Campus Crusade for Christ
will be holding leadership training
classes at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Mechanical Engineering room I 02.

Dining SeNke

Blood
Plasma

There .will be a talent contest T~esd?.y, F~bruai1J 28, 1978. at LA POSADA If you have a special talent come on over and
show 1t ~II contestants are entitled to dmner before t~e show and may win prizes. Contact Pauline Compton at 277-5414.
Those w1thout talent may come and watch the Dinner Show from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at LA POSADA (Northeast comer of
the main campus) for $2.75.

Donor Center
We could tell you about
the great places we work,
the speciall,sts we work
with and alt the other
benefits of Army Nursing.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

I

i

2~4-3072
Quahty Plant~

If you will graduate soon
with a minimum of a BSN,
you can share in !hal
special feeling of pride
and accomplishment with
us.
Your local Army Nurse
Corps Representative will
be happy to felt you more.
Call collect:
Stall Sgt. Luis Olvera
(505) 766·3604

2500 louisiana N.E.
Suite 300
Clllzens Bank Building

The Lowest Prices

SPECIAL SALE
Rubber Plants

2268·C Wyoming NE /Albuquerque, N.M./87112 I ph. 505·294-3072

10% Discount To UNM Students With

Here is some poker playing (below) and
belly dancing (right).

Whatever the reasons
behind our special style
of nursing, vte see it V!ork
small wonders every day,
and we're extremely proud
of it.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Now Open
Wyoming Mall '·..ru;;;~~~~~IJii!E.~;:,

Pictures are from two fall semester events in La Posada.

But we're looking for
nurses who care more
about patients.

842-6991

tp

The Army Nurse Corps. We
need more people !Ike you.

Steve Morgenthaler and Ron Colyer
Playing Poker
(Monte Carlo Night)

Carol McCantes - Belly Dancing
(A Good Old-Fashioned Christmas)

..

z

~

~

"

American Topics, from term papers ~·
to dissertations, are asked to call ~
Tom Turk
255-9094. Any !:!<.
suggestions for news notes or ·<
programs should be directed to
Francine Cranshaw, 242-9706 or co
6418.
.e>

Etter said, "I think the funding is
great. lt will be more oriented
toward women's programs because
the othe~s already have funding."

Cash?.

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Newsletter Solicits
Latin American News

The grant was presented to Dr.
Richard Williams, assistant dean of
special programs for the college,
and Delores M. Etter, director of
student services.

Do You Need

I

Areca Palms

the American Civil Liberties u'nion,
and a Las Cruces attorney.
The attorneys were representing
Street, Medoff, Siobhan 0' Meara,
the female lead involved in the nude
scene, and Forrest Westmoreland, a
Las Cruces building contractor.
Judge Bratton said, "The
plaintiffs have... demonstrated
serious literary value and the
futherance of education."

the top eight teams in the nation.
Marquette was first in both polls,
Kentucky was next followed by
UCLA, Arkansas,. New Mexico,
Kansas, DePaul and North
Carolina.
In the Ap sports-writer's poll,
Notre Dame was ninth and
Michigan St. was lOth. In the UP!
poll, Michigan State was ninth and
Florida St. was lOfh. The Fighting
Irish were ranked 12th in the UP!
poll.
In the AP poll, the Lobos coach
Norm Ellenberger received 614
points. First-place Marquette had
1034, fourth-ranked Arkansas
received 695 points and sixthranked Kansas 571 .
In the UPI poll, the Lobos were
only four points behind fourthranked Arkansas with 186 points.
The Warriors received 296 points
for their first top ranking.
The Utah Utes, New Mexico's
next foe, hit the Top 20 in the UP!
poll, tied for number 17 with
Illinois State.

Engineers
Awarded
Funding

5
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The latest recommendations for parking on campus have some good
news and some bad news for students, but whateve.r the news,
..;: students have given up their rig.ht to comment.
Visitors to campus won't be parking free anymore. That's good
"~ news.
Students will pay more for parking stickers and won't be able to
ll.
park anywhere on campus for free anymore if the recommendations are
approved. That's bad news.
BUT THE MOST IMPOORTANT NEWS OF ALL is that there was
very little student input into these recommendations. And that is not
the fault of the parking subcommittee which made the
recommendations.
·
The subcommittee held two open meetings for students on campus
last semester. A total of about 18 students sho'wed up to air their gripes
about parking. The only stude.nt input into the recommendations
besides the 18, was made by the student members. of the
subcommittee.
This news is most depressing. For all the students care, the
subcommittee could have recommended that parking sticker prices for
students pe raised to $300 per semester.
STUDENTS COMPLAIN FREQUENTLY ABOUT not being involved
in the decisions that effect their lives. But they really missed the bus on
crucial decisions concerning the parking mess on this campus.

The Christian Life
by Christians on Campus
"What is the real Christian life?" This is the question we asked a
number of UNM students the past week, looking for the common
elements in the answers. Almost all answers centered on ethics and
conduct in relating to other people. Some answers included the
element of following the teachings of the Bible. It was commonly stated
or implied that individual effort was ncessary to attain the successful
living of the Christian life.
Representative samples of replies to our question were, "Follow the
rules that are set down in the Bible. Be good. Live the day as best as
you can." "Use your abilities to help other people, not just to help you
get ahead." "Not being out for a profit. Not going for other men's
throats." One person broke the pattern by replying, "To strive to the
point of reaching God or becoming a part of God."
We believe these definitions of the Christian life are common and
commendable desires of man, but where is the power and the source to
fulfill these desires? And even if these desires could be fulfilled, what
would that leave us as an end goal for humanity?
What, then, is our definition of the real Christian life? We can
succinctly define the Christian life by quoting Paul, "For me to live is
Christ." (Phil. 1:21) For Paul, the Christian life was not a matter of
trying to live like Christ or to follow His teachings, but to have the very
Person of Christ filling his daily living.
God's standards are much too high for any fallen or natural human
being to fulfill because they touch our inward thoughts, attitudes, and
motive. What a high requirement Christ gave us in Matthew 5:48!
"Therefore you are to be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect!"
Trying to obey the 10 commandments does· not cover us, for James
2:10 says, "For whoever keeps the whole law and yet stumbles in one
P.Oint, he has become guilty of all."
God never intended for us to try to live the Christian life. Our efforts
to do so are hampered by sin and death in our being. But God has come
to us in Christ, and by His death and resurrection arose victorious over
sin and death. Now by calling on this Christ, He comes to indwell our
spirit to become another life law within us. "For the law of the Spirit of
life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of sin and of death."
(Romans 8:6)
Christ himself, then, is our Christian life, aild we experience this Life
by setting our mind on our spirit where Christ has come to indwell. No
lpnger is our goal to improve our behavior, but to enjoy and express the
living God who desires to indwell us.
Ken Beyers
Christians on Campus
265-4867 .

'-.

GINA FILMING IN PERU
LIMA, Peru (UPI) ~ Gina
Lollobrigida is enjoying a working
visit to Peru.
The famed Italian movie actress
is filming a television special for the
National Television Network.
The actress, now 49, said that her
next project will be a film of a love
story, which she expects to play
with Anthony Quinn.

LOBO editorial phone 2n-5666
LOBO Editorial Staff
Editor-in-chiof: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Sr:vmanskl
Nows Editor: O.M. Flynn
Photo Editor; Wendeii'T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Ans Editor George Gesner
Ccpy Editors: Debbie Levv. Anna Poole
Ad Manager: Frank Sala.tar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a majorit'( opinion of the LOBO editorial board,
All other columns, cartoons, and httters represent the opin1on of the author and do not
neceSsarily reflect the viedw of the editorial board.
lETIEAS: Lerters to the edhor must be typed .at~d .signed by the aUthor whh the authcH's
signature, address adn telephone numbe,, lenora to the editor should be no longer than 300
words. Only tho name of the author will be printed and names will not be withheld. Alf letters
thot discuss Issues will be printed,
OPINIONS! Opinions must ba typed and signed whh thO au•hor's name, signature, address
and telephone number. Opinions should be no' longer than 500 words, Only teh name of thB
author will be printed and namee will hot be withheld.
All submissionS become tho propertY of the Now Mo.JCico Dailly LOBO and will be edhod
f'Jnly lor length or po1sihly libelous content. If chango~< are made, the auttior wiU be con•
tacted.
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'Equus' Is for God
Editor:
Gathering from what I have read in the newspapers the controversy
at N.M.S.U. over the production of "Equus" originated with pastor
Robert Allen of the The First Evangelical Free Church. How ironic for
"Equus" is a powerful and eloquent statement about man's need for
God.
"Equus" is an exploration into the depths of man. Man riddled with
doubts and plunged Into despair. Churning within Dr. Dysart (the
psychiatrist in the play) his doubts and desperation reveal to him the
emptiness of his impotent life and his appalling inability to acquire
absolute knowledge. The prophet Jeremiah delivered this same
message. "More tortous than all else is the human heart, beyond
remedy; who can understand it? I, the Lord, alone probe the mind and
test the heart." (17:9,10) When confronted with Equus (God) at the end
of the play Dr. Dysart surrenders to him and then confesses to his
limited human condition.
As the pastor of a Christian church Robert Allen should have the eyes
to see that such humility is man's first step to God. "Give ear, listen
humbly for the Lord speaks." (Jeremiah 13:15) Perhaps pastor Allen
would also find it enlightening to read over John 7:24. "Stop judging by
appearance and make an honest judgment." Rather than trying to
prevent the presentation of "Equus" pastor Allen should be praying
that those people who see the play will be open to the lesson it is
striving so eloquently to teach us.
Cathy Sierra

MR. Ollk&, I THINK

YEAH, AND

TAKEN ABOl!T 71/E

PlAYERS ARE
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PRIJB/.EM. ii.JHY. NFL TH&IR JOCKS
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WHOLE TIME3!
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The R.eligious, scientific and
philosophical discussion group
based on the Urantia book will
meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
SUB room 231-B. The topic is Pain,
Suffering and Affliction.

The Student Publications Boa.rd
will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
Marron Hall room 104.
hm FletCIHii' of England's
University of Reading will give an
illustrated public lecture entitled,
"Herbert Horne: The Perfect Artist
of the J 890's," on Thursday at 4
p.m. in room 1019 of the Fine Arts
Center. Admission is free.

ON·THEIR WAY

by Martin Nix

PONTIFF ILL
VATICAN CITY (UP!) ~
Pope Paul VI has a "slight cold".
that obliged him to cancel two days
of his Lenten retreat that ended
Saturday, a Vatican spokesman
said Tuesday.
Spokesman Father Romeo
Panciroli said the 80-year-old
pontiff caught the cold last week,
adding: "It is only a slight cold and
you could not call it influenza."

will

A bicycle racing club is being
formed. The first meeting will be
Thursday at 8 p.m. at 106 Girard
SE in the community room of the
Alternative Community Center.
For more information call Dave at
242-9886 or 256-5170.
NMPIRG will have a board
meeting Thursday at. 4:30 p.m. at
the P1RG office, 139 Harvard SE.

Hillel-Jewish students union
be having an organization meeting
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE.
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Tomottow Night Popejoy Hall 8 pm
Tickets on sale now at the SUB and Popejoy Hall

One More Time
-

Buy
Get Free
(On 1000 winter clothing units
Just brought in from a
California Clothing Store)

General Store
BUT YOIJ 54Y
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111 Harvard S.E.
(across from UNM)

8117 Menaul N .E.
(across from Hoffmantown)

by Garry Trudeau
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Dr. Richard Lee, professor of Sf
anthropology at the University of "
Toronto, will discuss "Four ~
Foragers to Fighters: South ~
Africa's Miliatarization of the
Kung San" .today at 4 p.m. in
Mitchell Hall101. Free Admission.

or40%off

[EDITOR'S NOTE: This is another in a series by Martin Nix, a local
citizen concerned with energy problems.]
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The UNM Student Veterans
Association will meet tonight at 7 in
the Child Care co-op.

I RAtlb[AZERS

David vs. Goliath
Consumer-owned utilities are more like David vs. Goliath. Some New
Mexico Utilit_ies have a real problem with PNM, since they only own the
distribution system, and must buy electricity from PNM. Nation-wide
public utilities are being. harrasssed by banks withholding loans, delays
in new equipment, and even withholding of fuel by oil and coal
companies. But a success story is Seattle. Citizens there took over their
utility and developed Seattle 1990; Albuquerque can do the same
except let's base our energy future, not on rainpower, but solar power.
In New York, residents set up a wind generator, but the local electric
utility wasn't too thrilled when it turned the meter backward. The local
investor owned utility was afraid the 2KW generator would damage
their 10 million KW system!
PNM will probably expand their already huge PR staff, at rate payer
expense; scream "No energy, no jobs" (even though solar employs
four time more people than nuclear); and hire a professional anti-public
utility campaigner.
PNM will probably point to such public failures as TVA. Somehow, it
seems that the federal government can't run electric utilities (and post
offices); local "people power" does a better job. Then again, the same
people who brought you nuclear are doing their darndest to get elected
and appointed to public utilities.
And to top it, if purchase of PNM is inevitable, PNM will probably get
t_he county to increase the taxable value, so PNM can sell the local
power plant and distribution system for twice its value,
The key to successful management of a public utility, is direct
accountability to the rate-payer/owner. Jacksonville has an apointed
board and they have some problems. What is proposed is a solar energy
and electric utility district. It should not become another city
department, simply because the city councilors are already overloaded
with work; and running an electric utility is no Sunday afternoon
hobby. What is proposed is·a nine-member, districted PUD (Public
Utility District). At large seats are easily "bought,'~ but neighborhood
representatives are not. But right now, Public Service Co. is basically
''taxation Without representation". Call it what you want: "Political
ownership,'' . "some kind of ism,'' "a revoltion,'' or "a tax payer
'rebellion"; but I call it a Jeffersonian Style citizen take over ... or a better
way of saying "Plug into the sun NOW''.

GREEN, GARCIA SWORN IN
WASHINGTON "(UP I) ~ S.
William Green and Robert Ga.rcia
of New York took their oath of
office T .Jesday as members of the
House, succeeding Edward Koch
and Herman Badillo, respectively.
Green, a Republican and Grand
Union Supermarket fortune heir,
defeated former Rep. Bella Abzug
to succeed Koch who resigned to
become Mayor of New York.
Ga.rcia, a former state senator,
·ran on Republican and Liberal
BROWN CONVALESCING
party ticket lines but will be listed as
WASHINGTON (UPI) ~Gen. a Democrat in the House.
George S. Brown, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, was repprted
in good condition Tuesday after
undergoing prostate surgery at the GROMYKO'S ABSENCE
hospital at Andrews Air Force Base
MOSCOW (UP!) ~ ·Veteran
near Washington.
Soveit Foreign Minister Andrei
Spokesmen said Brown, 59, Gromyko has been conspicuously
entered the hospital late Monday absent from the scene this week.
for the operation, which they said
Observers noted that the 68-yearhad been planned for some time. old Gromyko failed to appear with
Brown was expected to remain in other politburo members at
the hospital for 10 to 14 days.
Monday's Kremlin award ceremony
for President Leonid Brezhnev.
Gromyko was also absent at the
airport when Brezhnev and Premier
Alexei
Kosygin
personally
welcomed visiting Syrian President
Hafex Assad to town late Monday.
Tuesday the· official Soviet-Syrian
talks opened in the Kremlin without
HAYA 'r SHALOM·
Gromyko.
Recorded Message
There was no officially
Phone 296·8568
announced reason for his absence
this week.
Western diplomatic sources said
they thought it unlikely that the
foreign minister would absent
himself from the Assad talks unless
he were ill.

Guy Williams, inlemalionally
exhibited painter and photographer
from California, will show slides
and speak on his work tonight at 8
in room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center, Admission is free .

For the best in clothing
and head supplies
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The Iceman Cometh Home

A Special movie Tonight

Q)

The ASUNffi Speakers Committee
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RUSS IUIGESS
Tomorrow Night Popejoy Hall 8 pm
Tickets on sale now at the SUB and PopeJoy Hall
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San Pedro NE (505)266·8113

A COMPLETE LINE OF CROSS-COUNTRY

By JIM WIESEN
LOBO Sports Writer
Phil Abney is a well traveled
man. He was born in Germany, but
that was only the beginning. From
there he, was off to such places as
Texas, · South Carolina, Kansas,
and finally settling down, for a bit,
in Atlanta, Ga.
"It was hard to keep my grades
stable because I was moving around
so much," this week's Daily LOBO
Player of the Week said, "That's
why I ended up in junior college,
which turned out co be a good move
for me."
When UNM scouts ventured to
Pensacola Junior College, they
went to watch Abney's teammate,
Flenoil Crook. Crook eluded them,
but they didn't go home empty
handed. Lobo recruiters signed
Abney and sparkplug guard Russell
Saunders instead, and it was time
for Phil to pack his bags once
again.
Abney's confidence might have
been lacking while playing in the
shadow of Crook, but Abney said,

.
.
By JANE QUESNEL
Although movie-making in film, many of whom had lines to Parry is not retarted, his fine
performance reveals a uniquely
Albuquerque is now quite common, speak. Quietly excited before the
sensitive understanding of the role.
the world premiere of a film is not. showmg, once .the film was under
A reception held after the film in
Last Sunday afternoon, however, way excited whispers of recognition
the Student Union Buiiding gave
all those interested gathered in ran through the audience, and
the children a chance to enjoy
Popejoy Hall for a first screening loved ones were hugged as familiar
of the movie Special Olympics. faces came into view.
visiting with each other and with
Filmed in Albuquerque and Santa
the
two attending stars, Philip
The s.tory deals with the special
Fe last fall, Special Olympics will be joys and frustrations of coping with Brown and Herb Edelman (the
shown on television. this evening a retarted child. Charles Durning Special Olympics coach). Quite
over KGGM-TV, channel13, at 7.
plays a widower with three excited over their presence: the love
The real stars oj this movie are children, the eldest (Phillip Brown) the children feel for these two was
Albuquerque's special education a star high school athlete, the very apparent. Gov. Jerry Apodaca
children who particinated in tre youngest (Mare Winningham) just and sportscaster Mike Roberts,
reaching a girl's akward years. In both of whom had bit parts in the
between, the second son '(George film, also attended the screnning
and reception.
Parry) is 14 and severly retarted.
The family is held together by the
Created by the Joseph P.
grandmother (beautifully portrayed
by Irene Tedrow) until her death. Kennedy Jr. Foundation in 1968,
Her one wish was been to bring the the Special Olympics is now the
boy home from the institution world's largest program of sports
permanently and give him a family training and athletic competition
life, so now the shattered family for the mentally retarted, and has
attempts to pick up the pieces and become a year-round program in all
50 states and more than a dozen
do iust that
foreign countries.
The film is honest, sincere, and at
Those interested in the Special
times, brutally realistic. The acting Olyumpics after viewing the film,
is all above par, especially that of may contact Chapter Director Mike
the family members. While George Torrez at 766-4220, or at 242-9740. ·

"I wasn't really a big scorer in
junior college or in high school, and
that's why I never got the publicity
that I'm getting now. As the
publicity came,
the more
confidence I gained."
Abney readily admits that coach
Norm Ellenberger deserves some
credit for giving him confidence by
allowing him the "freedom" he
needed.
Abney
explains,
"He
(Ellenberger) had a lot of
confidence in me. I knew myself I
could play major college ball, but
coach gave me the freedom to
drive, shoot and use all my game.
In junior college, being 6·6 I played
center. l'm not a center, so I
couldn't play my game."
No lack of confidence is apparent
in the way Abney moves on the
court. His smooth and steady style
of play earned him the nickname
"Iceman", dubbed so tiy a local
reporter.
Abney also believes he can play
the "big guard" position that

SKI EQUIPMENT

senior Michael Cooper will vacate
upon graduation.
When Abney came to UNM,
Willie Howard was the Lobo's
starting foward, playing opposite
Marvin Johnson. But Abney's
traveling itch set in. This time Phil
moved from the bench to the
starting five, taking Howard's
place.
Abney said, "Willie Howard is a
very talented athlete .. He can come
off the bench and score 24 points
like he~did against ASU. ''
He quietly continues, "When I'm
starting I can get into the tempo, I
can get control of my game,"
A business major in his seventh
semester, Abney finds UNM
acad em ically challenging. "It's
hard to study now since l'm so into
basketball."
Abney compares the social life in
his "hometown", Atlanta, to
Albuquerque's. The people are fine
here, he says, but the "social life is
a low slower here. Basketball makes
up for it. That's what I'm here
for."
"I can look back on some teams
I've seen, and I can see what'll
break-up a good team, "selfish
players, bad attitudes."
"We don't have any of that. This
team is like brothers, and every win
brings us closer together."

J24.00

Phil Abney: Daily LOBO Player of the Week.

Acareer in lawwithout law school.
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Charles Durning stars In "Special Olympics'
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What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi·
tionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities .
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you .
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Men's traditional Siladium• rings and selected women's fashion rings
ant an unusual buy at $59.95. II you want 1'6all)' outstandlng savings,
now Is the time to buy your college ring.
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Lelrasellor quality
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Chartpak for quality antJ price
Formatt for cut•ou~ acelata 9heets

Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
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We will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

(other discounts not applicable)
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The Institute for
Paralegal Training

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

235 South 17th Slreel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
{215) 732-6600
Operaied by Para-Legal, Inc.
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2510 Central Ave. SE, .Albuquerque, NM 87100 I 505·265. -3733
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Underwo.ter Spec:lo.l Film
ft
Island of the Blue Dolphins
~
Room 250 C&D/SU8
"'
Wed., Feb. 22 8:00 pm ·
::::
UNffi Scuba Club- non members 75c ~
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SPECIAL

,COLL!ilC'J.'lONS
10 YEAR OUARANTEJ;l. Undafrned lay-~WilY·

Color television. Br~nd new guarantee. No down
pAyment. Small monthly payments till balance is paid
, off, 266-5871.
2128
NO DOWN PAYMENT, One only, Tappan
LMT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now. Microwave Touchmatic, browning element, memory,
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn ~,tdjustnblc shelves. For more informntion call 2682/28
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883·7787.
2124 4394.
1965
VW
SQUARBBA(.'K,
!it)SO.
Rebuilt
ensine.
266:EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wriling assistance.
2128
265-1164.
•
3/6 6030.
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567,
2128 69-AMC JAVELIN, to-mileage PS·PB-AC 343-V8,

3.SERVICES

PERSONALS
CONTA<.'TS?'I POLISHING & SOLUTIONS. Casey
Opt icn~ Company, 25~~8736.
tfn
-HEY HEY LINDA J. Happy 22nd on the 22nd.
You're One Spetlal Lady, Always a friend. Shay.2/22

UNDERWATER SPECIAL. FILM; "Island of the

Blue Dolphins." Room 250 C & D SUB, Wed., Feb.
22, 8:00 pm, UNM Scuba Club. 75c admission non~ '·'CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
members.
2/22
Bcgi~'ilers welcome. 266-929J.
2128
AIKIDO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art-Meditation,
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Coniribute art,
photography, Prose, poetry, etc. to UNM's ~;:reatvie
First lesson free, Sandia Judo Club. 9:00 am
works magazine~·Conceptions-Southwest, Room 105
Saturday.
2/22
Mcuron Hall or UNM Box 20, Deadline F~bruary 28.
PUT PYRAMID POWER to work fOr you with a
2/24
Pyramid Power Hat. No one k11ows why pyramid
i•ACTS OF PASSION" ar~ •'happening soon in
power works. but it docs. Improve learning &bilitY 1
learn
to
rela;rc
and
energize yourself,
UNM's Experimental Thea{er, Forget !he mid-term
Instruction/suggestions included, Send 99c plus two
blues and lose yourself in 6 one.act plays March 5·8,
13c stamps or $'1.25 plus name and address label or
2127

THE POSH BAGEL is forming a co-ed slOw-pitch
soffball team. People interested in joining Inquire at
The Posh Bagel art Central, ask for Ed.
2/28
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonite. Every Wednesday is
special drink nitc.·
2122
PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE
DEliVER. Call .843-9750. Try our fresh sal'ad and
slice specials for lunch.
2/27
Fl RST LESSON FREB. Flat~pick ing or classical.
Experienced teacher, Private lesson~. Call Marc at L
& M M~sicStudio. 247·8158.
2/24

UNM; BEHIND CLOSED doors! Call the LOBO
2124

news tip hot line, 277·5656.

2.

BROWN

WALLET

Feb.

7

with

idenllrication. 897-0391, Debbie,
2/24
REWARD: MEN'S CHOKER lost Saturday nite;
February 18, Popejoy Hall. Call Jerry at 881-4432.

2,28
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japane!!e Netsuke
doll on black cofd. Lost 2/16/78. Call Francine 2772631orinSantuFe983-7731.
3/3
FOUND: TEXAS TECH University cluss ring al
UNM pool. Claim nl Campus Police.
2124
LOST; SKETCHBOOK AND boar~ 18" X 24'',
Reward if returned complete. 299..()628.
2124
LOST: GREEN CIGARETIE case with ID's. Call

843-6196.
FIND YOURSFI Fin the Peace

2124
<:nrp~.

QA '!'YPlNG SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial 'system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Cllarls & tables. 345·2125.
4129
KlNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3·minute Passport Photos. No appointment.

268-8515.

4.

Ortega 233.
ss

277~5907.

tfn

HOUSING

ONE B~OCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
.apartment, Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
3/10

CAMPUS

LOST & FOUND

LOST;

something similar, to CV, Box 41771, Chicago 60641,
2/28

COM~ACT

APARTMENTS, 215 Yale

Blvd. SEat Lead, Newer, quiet. colorfully furnished,
large student_ styled studio apartments, ne'l:t to stores,
UNM, and TV-I. $155/month with freeutiliJies, $100
deposit, no roommates or pets. See Man:~ger Ap~. 2.
242~9092 eves,
2/22
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt.
$95 a month. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call

Tayla, 256-1235.

2124

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, campus l~bdrm,
carp~:ts, pets fine, $120. Call 262~1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
2/24
AVAILABLE SOON 3-BDRM, minutes to UNM.
Kids, pels welcome $210. Call 262-1751, V,i\lley
Rentals, $30 fee,
2124
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share 2-bdrm
townhouse. FP, POll I, o;auna, $140 plu~ c)Ct:l rkity.
Call Steve 277·.51 5!i ur J'J9-8612,
2/24

WHAT IS A C"OLLEGE INN'/

Goo~

foo~.

!ilrong engine, chcrry-i-ed. Little front-end damage,

$1000, p~one;247-9369,

2/28

1977 DATSUN KINGCA~. Excellent condition, 9000

miles. For more information, call 266-SOSI or 2947006, As~ for Jim Cox.
2/27
BIG SALE-WRAP-AROUND .sweaters, excellent for
this weather. Now only $7.50 at California Fashion
Outlet, 2318 Central SE, acres~ from campus. 2666H72,
2124

6.

PART-TIME STUDENT POSITION for ASUNM
International Center Director. Application available
at 1808 Las Lomas NE, 10-12 and 1·4:30, or at the
Ofnce of International Programs, 1717 Roma NE.
Deadline March 31, 1978.
2/23
BABYSITTERS A'ITENTION! THE Babysitter
Directory is looking for honest, reliable 01nd
dependable people who would like to be listed in a
cit)'·Wide directory of babysitters. Call883-8697.2/24

WANTED COCKTAIL WAITRESS, nights. Apply
in pcr:mn Uncle Na~tY'~ftCr 8 pm. 4418 Central SE.
2127
"
WORK IN THE PeaccCorps,277·5907.
2128
PART.TIME JOB: Sales, Oexiblc hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for .<>ummer. Call: Phil Franc1.yk,

An expert on Caribbean
Affairs and former
Canal Zcme Resident
will speak

~AlLY

WED., Feb. 22
7:30PM
Hilton Inn, Mediterranean Rm.
Students With 10 - $1

,,;;
~ IIi. b..ll "C r·
iil
E s··
:· l!w
II ~. · Ill · . . I~1 0-_ . 1!1.11
Df~

9.

Thnro;day212J . .Jon, ~42·'1.2RR.

8.

2/~2

MISCELLANEOIJS

with

RUSS 8URGf:SS
Tomorrow Hight Popejoy Hall 8 pm
Tickets on so.le now o.t the SUB o.nd Popejoy Ho.ll

1/3- 112
Sale

Carpeted, air conditioning. Apartment -.;tylc llvmg.

303 Ash NE,

243·2~81,

2122

FOR RENT LARGE one bedroom furnisllcd
apartment ncar UNM. $185.00 utilities paid~ Phone
898·1254 or 266-1997 for appointment to sec.
2/27
FANCY I~BDRM, NEWLY furnished, stone
fircplacej $75 pan utilities paid, Call262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee,
2/24

BOOK SALE

NEEDS

two

roommates to share new, 3-bdrm house near 12th and
Men:~ul. $120/month, includes utilities. 345-6074.

blocks to UNI\1, $100 plus utilities. 84J~9712.

,LIVING BATCH
BOOKSTORE
2406 Central S.E.
(across from Johnson Gym)

20%0ff
Books In Stock

30%0ff
1978 Calendars
M-Fl0-7
Sat 10-5
Sun 1-5

STUDENT

2/22
2-RDRM APARTMENT. LR, DR, kitchen. Three

Feb.15-Mar. 6

Store Hours:

ENGINEERING

2124

RENT I·BDRM HOUSE North Valley, pets, $145.
Elect., water paid. Paul 296-4B86 (9~5), 344·2S40
[eve.)
li2Z

FOR SALE
LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New
Mexico. Natural Sound continues Its 11 mellow down
easy" sale-a116.98 list LP 1 s, 3.99, all7.98list LP's,
4,99. Higher list LP•s and all tapes, SI.OO off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 Harvard SE
. 2124
Store Only, ::~cross from Hippo Icc Cream.
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slighlly used but
still under warranly, Push button bobbin-winder, has
computerized buttonholing. Does lOO's of fancy
stitches. Regular S800, now $150 cash. 294-8755. 2/28
AKC ALASKAN MALAMUTE puppies. Males and
females, 266· 7142,
2/28
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW. Unclaimed freiglll,
automatic oiling, brand new, with case, new ft~ctory
warranty. Assume payments. 268--4394.
2/28

SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in lay-away,
not claimed, equipped to buuonhole, zig~zag, Older
model. Pay $16 and take machine. 268..-f394.
2/28
TRADE 1967 VW BUS for comparable Bug. 242~

4768.

2/24

RED KJRBV VACUUM Cleaner. With attachments.
New warr:~nty. Commercial motor. $5 monthly, or
S69cash. 266·5871.
2/28
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAY. Sansui receiver, 4·way
speakers, cassette recorder, turn!abte. New faCtory
warranlies. Take over small monthly payments. 268-

4393.

A3.0

HAVE
·in 12 hours of"Hi-si;ry'? Join Phi Alpha
Theta (History Honorary Society). MA~Y
l3ENEFITS. Phi.Alpha Thet:~ Office, Mesa Vista Hull

2076.

2128

UNM'S SIGMA CHAPTER of Phi Alpha Theca will
hold ils Annual Initiation Bc111que1 on Saturdny,
March 4, 1978. All members, students, faeully and
staff are invited. Tickets at Phi Alpha Theta Office,
2124
Mesa Vista Ha112076.
DO YOUR THING in the Peace Corps, 277-5907.

2128
PHI ALPHA THETA will meet on Friday, February
24, 1978 at 3:30 pm 10 ihe History Deparunent
Lounge, Me.~:~ Vista Ha111106,
2124
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Waler Trips $89.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad. 4) any size mattress wilh 3-ycar
guaral1tce; $89.95.3407 Central NE. 25~-?2R9. _212J.

The Works
of
maya Deren

meshes of the
Afternoon
and
Ritual In
Transfigured
Time

2128

ATIENTION SOPHOMORES!

A Navy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!

At land
and
A Study In
Choreography
For The Camera

~<-"''""

The "knottiest problem" of the
1978 legislative session, the
proposed community college bill,
passed the senate lw a wide margin
last night.
The bill, which has gone through
several amendments, will now be
returned to the house for its final
approval. before being sent to the
governor for his approval.
The senate version of the bill calls
for a two-year academic college.
But bill sponsors said it would take
at least one year before classes are
started. The bill provides for $6
million to purchase facilities for the
proposed campus.
Tl)e University of Albuquerque is
not specifically mentioned as the
site for the new college. The site will
be determined at a later date.
Purchase of the U of A campus has
been one of the problems bill
sponsors have 'faced.
Some
legislators voiced concern that
buying the U of A campus was, in
'

effect, bailing out the order of nuns
which runs the college. Conflict of
interest charges were also made by
some legislators. The original
purchase price for the financially
plagued U of A was set at $8
million.
The Board of Educational
Finance and the legislators must
agree on the curriculum for the
proposed college before classes can
begin.
Bernalillo County voters must
agree to tax themselves for
operation of the college before it
can get off the ground.
bill
A meeting between
opponents and the governor
Monday night resulted in several
amendments that might have
secured passage of the bill.
Bill opponents, state Sens.
Aubrey Dunn and C.B. Trujillo,
met with Gov. Jerry Apodaca to
discuss the controversial bill.
UNM officials were not available

for comment to the LOBO after
passage of the bill, but UNM has

* Receive $100/month tax free during junior and
Senior years
* Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
* Go to Newport, B.hode Islandnextsummer for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the,
Navy)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
on the UNM campus

APPLICATION DEADLINE April7, 1978

720 Yale NE

277-3744 or 277-3745

Wed. at 8:00
in the
Union (sub)
Theatre

hour for Parker

~,.,.

maintained that it will support
whatever proposal is passed despite

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
The selection process for a: three
member panel of doctors who will
determine patient qualification for
prescription marijuana will start
next week, Dr. George Goldstein, .
director for the department of
health and evironment, said
Wednesday.
Goldstein said the selection

process should be completed within
six to eight weeks.
Selection will begin when the
department
meets
with
representatives of the New Mexico
Medical Society and other state
medical organizations next week,
Goldstein said.
He said the final selection of the
panel, to be comprised of an
opthamologist, an oncologist
(cancer
specialist)
and
a
psychologist, will be based on the

136 Montgomery Plaza 883-7290
"

k

. . . . . . . ."'l....:·

TDDAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLE

ACROSS 53 Lars---···-:
UNITED Feature Syndicate
Etruscan
1 Peruse
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
king
5 Flower part 57 Tries out
10 inclined
again
roadway
61 Nichols'
14 Novelist
hero
Victor---62 Emphasize
15 Flavor
64 Make a din
16 Movie VIP
65Make
-·-·Kazan
amends
17 Annoyance 66Animal's
source
gait
19 Noted
67 Congers
20 Ascertain
68 Attacked
dimensions
verbally
21 Hand cover- 69 Expresses
ings
in words
23 Motion less
25 New form:
DOWN
11 Sailing
39 One cubic
Prefix
direction
meter
26 The north
1 leveling
1 2 Aspect
40 Focused
wind
piece
13 Kitchen
43 Incense
29 Keeps back
2 Perserve
utensils
burners
34 Winglike
18 Bonito's
45 Commands
3 Taj Mahal
35 Ending for
site
relative
47 Of the
dow or man
4 More
22 Bicuspids
hands
37 Tutor
clamorous 24 Earthquakes 49 Farm crop
38 Small drink
26 Of less
52 Feminine
5 Eyes
39 Appetite for
searchingly:
value
name
food
2 words
27 Popeye's
53 Remove by
41 ---Canals:
6 Food congirl
culling
N.Amer.wasumer
28 Swift
54 Instrument
tercourse
55 Sudanese
7 Pressure '30 Notable
42 Eject
unit:
Abbr.
ages
money
44 Roman····
31 Bouquet
56 Kind Df tapir
45 Proofreader's 8 Whit
58 Shore bird
9 -----holders
mark
32 French
59 Trojan War
Tomb
46 Christ
Moscow
school
site
48 Rackets
33 Loafers and 60 Establishes
landmark
50 Nat'l Rifle
10 Bring back
moccasins 63 "What's up
Assoc.
into use
36 lost
---?"
51 Hindu guitar

'These two uprootod n'ISt6r.; have
been lying hem on the COmel' of
Harv8ld and Central, SE. for mom
than a week. After being notified of
the situation by the LOBO, the Tmffic Maintenance Shop said the
meters woad be replanted today.

Which
Way You

the fact that the University would
rather see the college as a branch
college ofUNM.

Pot Users Panel Selection
Will Begin Next Week

lt

Going?
Travel, adventure & career opportunities

. "''

0/16

Broth61'S to print $392.0IJO in
Monopoly
money.
...

1'

2tl7

TRAVEL

.

It takes

Senate Approves College Bill

II

3/14

RIDER WANTED WASHINGTOtl DC. Leaving

-

Thursday. February 23, 1978

..

OVERS6AS JOBS--Summer/year.round. Europe, S.
America, Australia,· A-.ia, etc. All fields, $500·$1200
monthly, expense.'> paid, sight seeing. Free
information. Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
3/10
PART-TLME JOB: SALES, nexible hours, good pay.
Pos:;ible fu!Hime summer. Call Phil Franezyk, CLU.

883-5360.

.•.

Mexico

George Petley

The ASUNm Speo.kers Committee
presents

EMPLOYMENT

C.L.U .. 883-5360.

'SAVE OUR CANAL

The University of Colorado locker

rooms make no bones about where
the sexes are to refresh themselves
after a workout.
See pages 6 and 7 for more
details.

Thursday:
The complete
works of
Peter Kubelka
at 8:00
,,

recommendation of the state
medical society.
Ralph Marshall, executive
director of the state medical
society, said the society had not yet
been contacted but, will be happy to
cooperate in the program.
Goldstein said the panel would
review patient qualification based
on applications turned in by
physicians and personal interviews
with the individual to receive the
marijuana.
The law is designed primarily for
research to see if marijuana relieves
the symptoms of glaucoma and the
side-effects of cancer chemotherapy
treatments, Goldstein said.
He said his office will report the
results of the program to the
legislature when the law expires
July l, 1979.
Goldstein said the marijuana will
be supplied by a federal agency and
will not be available for another six
to eight weeks. The marijuana will
be herbicide and pesticide-free, he
said.
To become legal for prescription,
all drugs must go through the
process marijuana is going through
now, Goldstein said.
Goldstein said the program
probably could have been done
without a law, but the law gives the
project added strength.
The current program and
legislation was brought about by
the actions of Lynn Pierson, a 26·
year-old UNM student, who had
told legislators smoking marijuana
relieves the side effects of
chemotherapy.
The research project could help
many other people if marijuana is
indeed effective, Goldstein said.

